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GALARIAN FARFETCH'D：JR SAWARA STATION

　This lid decorated with Galarian 
Farfetch'd.Galarian Farfetch'd is a 
brave warrior, and it wields a thick, 
tough leek in battle.Things behind 
Galarian Farfetch'd are Kanameishi 
(keystone) and Sanbonsugi (three 
cedar trees), which are said to be 
spiritual places of Katori Jingu Shrine.
Katori Jingu shrine is dedicated to 
Futsunushi, the god of battle that 
brought peace to Japan. 
Many people visit Katori Jingu shrine 

to pray for victory.

FALINKS・ROOKIDEE：IN FRONT OF INOH TADATAKA MUSEUM 

　Falinks and 2 Rookidee are walking 
together.Falinks act in a row with 1 
brass and 5 troopers.Rookidee will 
bravely challenge any opponent no 
matter how powerful. 
　There is Ja Ja Bridge near the Inoh 
Tadataka Museum which Poké Lids 
was installed.These Pokémon overlap 
with Inoh Tadataka, who surveyed 
Japan with only 6 people during the 
Edo Period, without fear of danger.
Inoh Tadataka may have completed 

the map of Japan because he overcame various adversities. 

LOTAD・SEEDOT ・STARAVIA：ROADSIDE STATION AND RIVERSIDE 

STATION MIZU-NO-SATO SAWARA

FLORGES・FLETCHLING：SUIGO SAWARA AYAME PARK

　This is Mizu-no-Sato Sawara, where 
Katori's culture and food gather, and 
is crowded with locals and tourists. 
　Lotad carries Seedot that cannot 
swim on its leaf.Staravia living in 
forests and grasslands is depicted as 
if it came to see Lotad and Seedot.
It is a design rich in nature like the 
riverside city.
　In Katori City, the Great Camphor 
Tree of Fuma (nationally designated 

natural monuments)and Sappa Boat on Ono River are well known.

　Florges is a guardian of flower 
garden and are said to live for 
hundreds of years.Friendly Fletchling 
are coming to the flower garden.
Florges and Fletching add more 
lively to Suigo Sawara Ayame Park.
　Please come and enjoy rich nature 
of Suigo Sawara Ayame Park with 
flowers such as irises, wisteria, lotus 
and licorice every season.


